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2015 March: At the ARLIS/NA 2015 Conference, we discussed the following:
1. Born-digital collection development
2. Collaborative collection development
3. Worldcat Discovery
4. ARLIS/NA Marketplace proposal
5. Discussion on electronic art books
6. ARLIS/NA 2016 Session on the present and future of electronic art books
7. BLOG activities, request for volunteers

Submitted proposal with Carole Ann Fabian for 2016 Conference: E-mania! -- the present and future of electronic art book publishing, which was accepted.

Gabbard is currently working on collecting volunteers to fill out a sample/snap-shot survey on e-book digitization and publishing activities at cultural institutions in North America. Results are to be presented at the "E-mania" session and subsequently published.

Our Blog continues to be active, with 35 posts and 15 comments and 178 followers.
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